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CrossCross--country overview of:country overview of:

EUEU funds available to the funds available to the NMSNMS
Absorption of structural fundsAbsorption of structural funds
Demand impact of Demand impact of EUEU transferstransfers



EUEU accession opened the largest window of accession opened the largest window of 
opportunity for the Baltic statesopportunity for the Baltic states

NMS: Average annual EU Commitments and Real Convergence
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……but in 2007but in 2007--13 the relative importance of 13 the relative importance of 
EUEU funds may decline in Baltic statesfunds may decline in Baltic states
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Demand for structural funds is high across Demand for structural funds is high across 
NMSNMS, most funds are already contracted, most funds are already contracted……
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……but absorption rates differ significantly but absorption rates differ significantly 
among the among the NMSNMS
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Could institutional frameworks explain  Could institutional frameworks explain  
absorption in the absorption in the NMSNMS?    ?    

NMS developed two models:NMS developed two models:
•• BALTIC MODEL: Single institution acting as both BALTIC MODEL: Single institution acting as both 

managing and paying authority; this role is played by managing and paying authority; this role is played by 
the Ministry of Finance the Ministry of Finance 

•• CE5 MODEL: CE5 MODEL: MoFMoF acting as payment institution, but not acting as payment institution, but not 
as a central managing authority as a central managing authority 

Observations:Observations:
•• Leaders in absorption represent both modelsLeaders in absorption represent both models
•• In both cases there seem to be quite strong central In both cases there seem to be quite strong central 

coordination in coordination in managemetmanagemet of of EUEU fundsfunds
•• Initial frameworks were overInitial frameworks were over--regulated and regulated and NMSNMS are are 

streamlining their regulationsstreamlining their regulations
•• WellWell--functioning payment systems and proper incentives functioning payment systems and proper incentives 

for beneficiaries are needed to translate high contracting for beneficiaries are needed to translate high contracting 
into high disbursementsinto high disbursements



NMSNMS were net beneficiaries of were net beneficiaries of EUEU
transferstransfers……
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……but net but net EUEU transfers may not be an transfers may not be an 
accurate measure of the demand impactaccurate measure of the demand impact

““TrickyTricky”” issues:issues:
•• Advance payments: no demand effectsAdvance payments: no demand effects
•• CrowdingCrowding--out: out: EUEU funds funds replacigreplacig domestic domestic 

programs have no direct demand effects programs have no direct demand effects 
•• Timing: demand impact arising at the time f Timing: demand impact arising at the time f 

spending rather than upon receiving spending rather than upon receiving EUEU
refunds (lagged) refunds (lagged) 

•• SecondSecond--round: indirect effects of round: indirect effects of EUEU funds  funds  
work  through Keynesianwork  through Keynesian--type multipliers and type multipliers and 
supplysupply--side effectsside effects



Depending on Depending on additionalityadditionality assumptions demand assumptions demand 
impact may differ a lotimpact may differ a lot……

“Official” additionality Full additionality
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Possible fiscal impact of Possible fiscal impact of EUEU transferstransfers

Inconclusive literatureInconclusive literature
More More ““tricky issues than with tricky issues than with 
demand effectsdemand effects
Preliminary conclusions suggest a Preliminary conclusions suggest a 
negative budgetary effectnegative budgetary effect
Fiscal challenges:Fiscal challenges:

•• Budget restructuring towards capital Budget restructuring towards capital 
spendingspending

•• Finding coFinding co--financingfinancing
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